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* NOTICES *

JPO and NCIPI are not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2 **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] In the send equipment which feeds the tape-like object around which the reel was looped, the

processing section which performs predetermined processing in the tape-like object fed from said send

equipment, and said processing section It is the processor of the tape-like object equipped with the take-

up motion which rolls round to a reel the tape-like object which ended predetermined processing.

Between said send equipment and processing sections The dancer roller for sends which adds a tension

to a tape-like object is infixed. While forming three dancer roller location detection sensors for sends

arranged in the vertical direction which detects the location of the end face section of the support shaft

of said dancer roller for sends Said dancer roller for sends is in a lower part location, and the tension of a
tape-like object that it is less than a predetermined tension When it detects by the 1st dancer roller

location detection sensor for sends Reverse said send equipment, wind up a tape-like object, and said

dancer roller for sends is moved up. A predetermined tension is added to a tape-like object and said

dancer roller for sends is in an upper part location. When it detects that the tension of a tape-like object

is less than a predetermined tension by the 2nd dancer roller location detection sensor for sends Rotate

said send equipment normally and said dancer roller for sends is moved caudad. A predetermined

tension is added to a tape-like object. Said dancer roller for sends When it detects having arrived at the

mid-position of said upper part location and lower part location by the 3rd dancer roller location

detection sensor for sends arranged to the mid-position of said 1st dancer roller location detection sensor

for sends, and the 2nd dancer roller location detection sensor for sends The processor of the tape-like

object characterized by constituting so that normal rotation or an inversion of said send equipment may
be suspended.

[Claim 2] In the send equipment which feeds the tape-like object around which the reel was looped, the

processing section which performs predetermined processing in the tape-like object fed from said send

equipment, and said processing section It is the processor of the tape-like object equipped with the take-

up motion which rolls round to a reel the tape-like object which ended predetermined processing.

Between said processing sections and take-up motions The dancer roller for rolling up which adds a

tension to a tape-like object is infixed. Three dancer roller location detection sensors for rolling up
arranged in the vertical direction which detects the location of the endfkce section of the support shaft

of said dancer roller for rolling up are formed. Said dancer roller for rolling up is in a lower part

location, and the tension of a tape-like object that it is less than a predetermined tension When it detects

by the 1st dancer roller location detection sensor for rolling up Rotate said take-up motion normally,

wind up a tape-like object, and said dancer roller for rolling up is moved up. A predetermined tension is

added to a tape-like object and said dancer roller for rolling up is in an upper part location. When it

detects that the tension of a tape-like object is less than a predetermined tension by the 2nd dancer roller

location detection sensor for rolling up While reversing said take-up motion, moving said dancer roller

for rolling up caudad and adding a predetermined tension to a tape-like object That said dancer roller for

rolling up arrived at the mid-position of said upper part location and lower part location When it detects

by the 3rd dancer roller location detection sensor for rolling up arranged to the mid-position of said 1st
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dancer roller location detection sensor for rolling up, and the 2nd dancer roller location detection sensor

for rolling up The processor of the tape-like object characterized by constituting so that normal rotation

or an inversion of said take-up motion may be suspended.

[Claim 3] In the send equipment which feeds the tape-like object around which the reel was looped, the

processing section which performs predetermined processing in the tape-like object fed from said send

equipment, and said processing section It is the processor of the tape-like object equipped with the take-

up motion which rolls round to a reel the tape-like object which ended predetermined processing.

Between said send equipment and processing sections The dancer roller for sends which adds a tension

to a tape-like object is infixed. While forming three dancer roller location detection sensors for sends

arranged in the vertical direction which detects the location of the end face section of the support shaft

of said dancer roller for sends Said dancer roller for sends is in a lower part location, and the tension of a

tape-like object that it is less than a predetermined tension When it detects by the 1st dancer roller

location detection sensor for sends Reverse said send equipment, wind up a tape-like object, and said

dancer roller for sends is moved up. A predetermined tension is added to a tape-like object and said

dancer roller for sends is in an upper part location. When it detects that the tension of a tape-like object

is less than a predetermined tension by the 2nd dancer roller location detection sensor for sends Rotate

said send equipment normally and said dancer roller for sends is moved caudad. A predetermined

tension is added to a tape-like object. Said dancer roller for sends When it detects having arrived at the

mid-position of said upper part location and lower part location by the 3rd dancer roller location

detection sensor for sends arranged to the mid-position of said 1st dancer roller location detection sensor

for sends, and the 2nd dancer roller location detection sensor for sends While constituting so that normal

rotation or an inversion of said send equipment may be suspended Between said processing sections and
take-up motions, the dancer roller for rolling up which adds a tension is infixed in a tape-like object.

Three dancer roller location detection sensors for rolling up arranged in the vertical direction which
detects the location of the end face section of the support shaft of said dancer roller for rolling up are

formed. Said dancer roller for rolling up is in a lower part location, and the tension of a tape-like object

that it is less than a predetermined tension When it detects by the 1st dancer roller location detection

sensor for rolling up Rotate said take-up motion normally, wind up a tape-like object, and said dancer

roller for rolling up is moved up. A predetermined tension is added to a tape-like object and said dancer

roller for rolling up is in an upper part location. When it detects that the tension of a tape-like object is

less than a predetermined tension by the 2nd dancer roller location detection sensor for rolling up While
reversing said take-up motion, moving said dancer roller for rolling up caudad and adding a

predetermined tension to a tape-like object That said dancer roller for rolling up arrived at the mid-

position of said upper part location and lower part location When it detects by the 3rd dancer roller

location detection sensor for rolling up arranged to the mid-position of said 1st dancer roller location

detection sensor for rolling up, and the 2nd dancer roller location detection sensor for rolling up The
processor of the tape-like object characterized by constituting so that normal rotation or an inversion of
said take-up motion may be suspended.

[Claim 4] The processor of a tape-like object given in either of claims 1-3 to which said tape-like object

is characterized by being a tape carrier package tape for electronic-parts mounting.

[Claim 5] Feed the tape-like object around which the reel was looped from send equipment, supply the

processing section which performs fixed processing through the dancer roller for sends which adds a

tension to said tape-like object, and said tape-like object is set in the processing section. Stop

conveyance, perform fixed processing to a tape-like object, and it sets in said processing section. It is the

art of the tape-like object which rolls round the tape-like object which processing ended to the reel of a
take-up motion. Said dancer roller for sends is in a lower part location, and the tension of a tape-like

object that it is less than a predetermined tension When it detects by the 1st dancer roller location

detection sensor for sends Reverse said send equipment, wind up a tape-like object, and said dancer

roller for sends is moved up. A predetermined tension is added to a tape-like object and said dancer

roller for sends is in an upper part location. When it detects that the tension of a tape-like object is less

than a predetermined tension by the 2nd dancer roller location detection sensor for sends While rotating
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said send equipment normally, moving said dancer roller for sends caudad and adding a predetermined

tension to a tape-like object That said dancer roller for sends arrived at the mid-position of said upper

part location and lower part location When it detects by the 3rd dancer roller location detection sensor

for sends arranged to the mid-position of said 1st dancer roller location detection sensor for sends, and

the 2nd dancer roller location detection sensor for sends The art of the tape-like object characterized by

making it suspend normal rotation or an inversion of said send equipment.

[Claim 6] Feed the tape-like object around which the reel was looped from send equipment, supply the

processing section which performs fixed processing, and said tape-like object is set in the processing

section. Stop conveyance, perform fixed processing to a tape-like object, and it sets in said processing

section. The dancer roller for rolling up which adds a tension for the tape-like object which processing

ended is minded. It is the art of the tape-like object rolled round to the reel of a take-up motion, and said

dancer roller for rolling up is in a lower part location. When it detects that the tension of a tape-like

object is less than a predetermined tension by the 1st dancer roller location detection sensor for rolling

up Rotate said take-up motion normally, wind up a tape-like object, and said dancer roller for rolling up

is moved up. A predetermined tension is added to a tape-like object and said dancer roller for rolling up

is in an upper part location. When it detects that the tension of a tape-like object is less than a

predetermined tension by the 2nd dancer roller location detection sensor for rolling up While reversing

said take-up motion, moving said dancer roller for rolling up caudad and adding a predetermined tension

to a tape-like object That said dancer roller for rolling up arrived at the mid-position of said upper part

location and lower part location When it detects by the 3rd dancer roller location detection sensor for

rolling up arranged to the mid-position of said 1st dancer roller location detection sensor for rolling up,

and the 2nd dancer roller location detection sensor for rolling up The art of the tape-like object

characterized by carrying out as [ suspend / normal rotation or an inversion of said take-up motion ].

[Claim 7] Feed the tape-like object around which the reel was looped from send equipment, supply the

processing section which performs fixed processing through the dancer roller for sends which adds a

tension to said tape-like object, and said tape-like object is set in the processing section. Stop

conveyance, perform fixed processing to a tape-like object, and it sets in said processing section. The
dancer roller for rolling up which adds a tension for the tape-like object which processing ended is

minded. It is the art of the tape-like object rolled round to the reel of a take-up motion, and said dancer

roller for sends is in a lower part location. When it detects that the tension of a tape-like object is less

than a predetermined tension by the 1st dancer roller location detection sensor for sends Reverse said

send equipment, wind up a tape-like object, and said dancer roller for sends is moved up. A
predetermined tension is added to a tape-like object and said dancer roller for sends is in an upper part

location. When it detects that the tension of a tape-like object is less than a predetermined tension by the

2nd dancer roller location detection sensor for sends While rotating said send equipment normally,

moving said dancer roller for sends caudad and adding a predetermined tension to a tape-like object That

said dancer roller for sends arrived at the mid-position of said upper part location and lower part location

When it detects by the 3rd dancer roller location detection sensor for sends arranged to the mid-position

of said 1st dancer roller location detection sensor for sends, and the 2nd dancer roller location detection

sensor for sends While making it suspend normal rotation or an inversion of said send equipment Said

dancer roller for rolling up is in a lower part location, and the tension of a tape-like object that it is less

than a predetermined tension When it detects by the 1st dancer roller location detection sensor for

rolling up Rotate said take-up motion normally, wind up a tape-like object, and said dancer roller for

rolling up is moved up. A predetermined tension is added to a tape-like object and said dancer roller for

rolling up is in an upper part location. When it detects that the tension of a tape-like object is less than a

predetermined tension by the 2nd dancer roller location detection sensor for rolling up While reversing

said take-up motion, moving said dancer roller for rolling up caudad and adding a predetermined tension

to a tape-like object That said dancer roller for rolling up arrived at the mid-position of said upper part

location and lower part location When it detects by the 3rd dancer roller location detection sensor for

rolling up arranged to the mid-position of said 1st dancer roller location detection sensor for rolling up,

and the 2nd dancer roller location detection sensor for rolling up The art of the tape-like object
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characterized by carrying out as [ suspend / normal rotation or an inversion of said take-up motion ].

[Claim 8] The art of a tape-like object given in either of claims 5-7 to which said tape-like object is

characterized by being a tape carrier package tape for electronic-parts mounting.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and NCIPI are not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

l.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2 **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention] this invention — a tape-like object especially -- the tape carrier package tape

for electronic-parts mounting (a TAB (Tape Automated Bonding) tape -) A T-BGA (Tape Ball Grid

Array) tape, an ASIC (Application Specific Integrated Circuit) tape (it is only hereafter called "the tape

carrier package tape for electronic-parts mounting'
1

.), etc. In case it receives and predetermined

processing, for example, screen-stenciL electric inspection, visual inspection, etc. are processed, it is

related with the processor of the tape-like object which can suspend a tape-like object in a predetermined

location.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] Although the need of the printed wired board which mounts electronic

parts, such as IC (integrated circuit) and LSI (large-scale integrated circuit), is increasing rapidly with

development of the electronics industry, the miniaturization of electronic equipment, lightweight-izing,

and advanced features are demanded, and, recently, the mounting method which used tape carrier

package tapes for electronic-parts mounting, such as a TAB tape, a T-BGA tape, and an ASIC tape, is

adopted as the mounting approach of these electronic parts. The importance is increasing in the

electronic industry which uses the liquid crystal display component (LCD) as which thin-shape[ highly-

minute-izing and ]-izing and narrow-ization of the frame area of a liquid crystal screen are especially

requested like the personal computer.

[0003] Furthermore, recently, also in a tape carrier package tape, as shown in drawing 4 A hole 302 is

opened in the tape carrier package tape 300 instead of the outer lead called BGA (Ball Grid Array). The
tape carrier package tape on which the device hole which connects IC304 etc. with the pewter ball 306
through this hole 302 is not prepared, The size of IC and the size of the package of a tape carrier

package tape which are called CSP (Chip Size Package) are the same, and the mainly same tape carrier

package tape as BGA is also used for the connection method.

[0004] On such a tape carrier package tape for electronic-parts mounting, as the TAB tape 200 was
shown in drawing 5 , a longitudinal direction is followed, respectively, the sprocket holes 202 and 202
for two or more migration are installed in the crosswise both-sides edge side by side, and the device hole

204 which equips the abbreviation central part between this sprocket hole 202 with devices, such as IC,

is formed, for example. And the circuit pattern 210 which consists of an inner lead 206 of the device

hole 204 and an outer lead 208 is formed.

[0005] By the way, although inspecting the quality of the TAB tape 200 is carried out in such a TAB
tape 200 Moreover the method of inspecting electrically an electric open circuit of a circuit pattern 210,

a short circuit, insulation resistance, etc., and performing defect marking by punching etc. about a

defective is enforced, recently As shown in drawing 6 , CCD camera 104 called a line sensoucamera in

the circuit pattern of the electronic-parts mounting section 102 of the TAB tape 100 which is an

inspected object is used. A circuit pattern is picturized by moving only a predetermined distance to the

longitudinal direction of the TAB tape shown by the arrow head on the basis of a sprocket hole, and
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scanning this camera (it incorporates). While digital-information-izing with an A/D converter by

comparing the acquired image pick-up information by this, the defect of a circuit pattern is inspected by

changing into shade image information, obtaining edge data, and comparing with the edge data

(binarization information) of the master pattern of the excellent article beforehand remembered to be this

(JP,6-27312,A, JP,7-110863,A).

[0006] Furthermore, after carrying out such an electric inspection, visual inspection, such as an open

circuit which is the defect of the tape carrier package tape for electronic-parts mounting, a short circuit,

a chip, and a projection, is carried out by viewing of people with the stereoscopic microscope using the

reflected light or the transmitted light.

[0007]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] In case such an electric inspection and visual inspection are

carried out, in the former, test equipment as shown in drawing 7 is used. That is, in conventional test

equipment 400, the tape carrier package tape T for electronic-parts mounting around which the reel 402

was looped is fed from send equipment 404, and is supplied to the Banking Inspection Department 408

having a stereoscopic microscope etc. through the dancer roller 406 for sends (level difference roller)

which adds a tension (tension) to the tape carrier package tape tape T for electronic-parts mounting.

[0008] In the Banking Inspection Department 408, it presses down with the drive gear 410 which
consists of a sprocket gear. With a roller 412 The tape carrier package tape T for electronic-parts

mounting is conveyed. The test equipment 414 of the Banking Inspection Department 408 caudad when
at least the predetermined Banking Inspection Department of the tape carrier package tape T for

electronic-parts mounting is located, conveyance stops - having (pitch delivery being carried out) — It

presses down with the back ten gear 416 which consists of a sprocket gear, and with a roller 418, a back

tension is added to the tape carrier package tape T for electronic-parts mounting, it is positioned and

inspection is carried out.

[0009] The tape carrier package tape T for electronic-parts mounting which inspection ended is rolled

round by the reel 426 of a take-up motion through the dancer roller 420 for rolling up which adds a

tension. With such conventional test equipment 400, as shown in drawing 8 , the dancer roller 406 for

sends and the dancer roller 420 for rolling up are controlled by two position sensors 422 and 424

arranged in the vertical direction which detects the location of the end face section of the support shaft

of a dancer roller, respectively so that a fixed tension is added to the tape carrier package tape T for

electronic-parts mounting.

[0010] That is, when the dancer roller 406 for sends is in a lower part location for example, when upper

part position-sensor 422a detects it as the location of the end face section 409 of the support shaft 407 of

the dancer roller 406 for sends being located in an upper part location namely, as shown in drawing 8 ,

feeding of send equipment 404 is stopped. And when the dancer roller 406 for sends is in an upper part

location when lower part position-sensoi_122b detects it as the location of the end face section 409 of

the support shaft 407 of the dancer rolleT406~for sends being located in a lower part location conversely

namely, feeding of send equipment 404 is started. It is controlled by this so that a fixed tension is added

to the tape carrier package tape T for electronic-parts mounting. In addition, such control is similarly

carried out about the dancer roller 420 for rolling up.

[001 1] however, Iri of such two sensors - a dancer roller being made to go up and down, and therefore,

eagerly, by the approach of adding a' tension to the tape carrier package tape T for electronic-parts

mounting Since the load of immediately after the ON OFF of a sensor is not carried out to a tape by the

migration limit of a roll, only the weight below the weight of a dancer roll The value of the tension

added does not become fixed, consequently the precision of the halt location of the tape carrier package

tape T for electronic-parts mounting will be influenced, an exact halt location will no longer be obtained,

and the dependability of the inspection
[ itself] will also fall.

[0012] This invention receives the processor of tape-like objects, such as a tape carrier package tape for

electronic-parts mounting, in consideration of such the present condition. A fixed tension can always be

added to a tape-like object. In case screen-stencil, electric inspection, visual inspection, etc. are

processed, tape-like objects, such as a tape carrier package tape for electronic-parts mounting In case it
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processes in the processing section, location precision is good, an exact halt location is obtained, and it

aims at offering the processor of the tape-like object which can carry out positive processing.

[0013]

[Means for Solving the Problem] It is **. invent this invention in order to attain the technical problem

and the purpose in the conventional technique which was mentioned above - the processor of the tape-

like object of this invention In the send equipment which feeds the tape-like object around which the

reel was looped, the processing section which performs predetermined processing in the tape-like object

fed from said send equipment, and said processing section It is the processor of the tape-like object

equipped with the take-up motion which rolls round to a reel the tape-like object which ended

predetermined processing. Between said send equipment and processing sections The dancer roller for

sends which adds a tension to a tape-like object is infixed. While forming three dancer roller location

detection sensors for sends arranged in the vertical direction which detects the location of the end face

section of the support shaft of said dancer roller for sends Said dancer roller for sends is in a lower part

location, and the tension of a tape-like object that it is less than a predetermined tension When it detects

by the 1st dancer roller location detection sensor for sends Reverse said send equipment, wind up a tape-

like object, and said dancer roller for sends is moved up. A predetermined tension is added to a tape-like

object and said dancer roller for sends is in an upper part location. When it detects that the tension of a

tape-like object is less than a predetermined tension by the 2nd dancer roller location detection sensor

for sends Rotate said send equipment normally and said dancer roller for sends is moved caudad. A
predetermined tension is added to a tape-like object. Said dancer roller for sends When it detects having

arrived at the mid-position of said upper part location and lower part location by the 3rd dancer roller

location detection sensor for sends arranged to the mid-position of said 1st dancer roller location

detection sensor for sends, and the 2nd dancer roller location detection sensor for sends It is the

processor of the tape-like object characterized by constituting so that normal rotation or an inversion of

said send equipment may be suspended.

[0014] Moreover, the processor of the tape-like object of this invention is set in the send equipment

which feeds the tape-like object around which the reel was looped, the processing section which

performs predetermined processing in the tape-like object fed from said send equipment, and said

processing section. It is the processor of the tape-like object equipped with the take-up motion which

rolls round to a reel the tape-like object which ended predetermined processing. Between said

processing sections and take-up motions The dancer roller for rolling up which adds a tension to a tape-

like object is infixed. Three dancer roller location detection sensors for rolling up arranged in the

vertical direction which detects the location of the end face section of the support shaft of said dancer

roller for rolling up are formed. Said dancer roller for rolling up is in a lower part location, and the

tension of a tape-like object that it is less than a predetermined tension When it detects by the 1st dancer

roller location detection sensor for rolling up Rotate said take-up motion normally, wind up a tape-like

object, and said dancer roller for rolling up is moved up. A predetermined tension is added to a tape-like

object and said dancer roller for rolling up is in an upper part location. When it detects that the tension

of a tape-like object is less than a predetermined tension by the 2nd dancer roller location detection

sensor for rolling up While reversing said take-up motion, moving said dancer roller for rolling up

caudad and adding a predetermined tension to a tape-like object That said dancer roller for rolling up

arrived at the mid-position of said upper part location and lower part location When it detects by the 3rd

dancer roller location detection sensor for rolling up arranged to the mid-position of said 1st dancer

roller location detection sensor for rolling up, and the 2nd dancer roller location detection sensor for

rolling up It is the processor of the tape-like object characterized by constituting so that normal rotation

or an inversion of said take-up motion may be suspended.

[0015] Moreover, the processor of the tape-like object of this invention is set in the send equipment

which feeds the tape-like object around which the reel was looped, the processing section which
performs predetermined processing in the tape-like object fed from said send equipment, and said

processing section. It is the processor of the tape-like object equipped with the take-up motion which
rolls round to a reel the tape-like object which ended predetermined processing. Between said send
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equipment and processing sections The dancer roller for sends which adds a tension to a tape-like object

is infixed. While forming three dancer roller location detection sensors for sends arranged in the vertical

direction which detects the location of the end face section of the support shaft of said dancer roller for

sends Said dancer roller for sends is in a lower part location, and the tension of a tape-like object that it

is less than a predetermined tension When it detects by the 1st dancer roller location detection sensor for

sends Reverse said send equipment, wind up a tape-like object, and said dancer roller for sends is moved
up. A predetermined tension is added to a tape-like object and said dancer roller for sends is in an upper

part location. When it detects that the tension of a tape-like object is less than a predetermined tension

by the 2nd dancer roller location detection sensor for sends Rotate said send equipment normally and

said dancer roller for sends is moved caudad. A predetermined tension is added to a tape-like object.

Said dancer roller for sends When it detects having arrived at the mid-position of said upper part

location and lower part location by the 3rd dancer roller location detection sensor for sends arranged to

the mid-position of said 1st dancer roller location detection sensor for sends, and the 2nd dancer roller

location detection sensor for sends While constituting so that normal rotation or an inversion of said

send equipment may be suspended Between said processing sections and take-up motions, the dancer

roller for rolling up which adds a tension is infixed in a tape-like object. Three dancer roller location

detection sensors for rolling up arranged in the vertical direction which detects the location of the end

face section of the support shaft of said dancer roller for rolling up are formed. Said dancer roller for

rolling up is in a lower part location, and the tension of a tape-like object that it is less than a

predetermined tension When it detects by the 1st dancer roller location detection sensor for rolling up
Rotate said take-up motion normally, wind up a tape-like object, and said dancer roller for rolling up is

moved up. A predetermined tension is added to a tape-like object and said dancer roller for rolling up is

in an upper part location. When it detects that the tension of a tape-like object is less than a

predetermined tension by the 2nd dancer roller location detection sensor for rolling up While reversing

said take-up motion, moving said dancer roller for rolling up caudad and adding a predetermined tension

to a tape-like object That said dancer roller for rolling up arrived at the mid-position of said upper part

location and lower part location When it detects by the 3rd dancer roller location detection sensor for

rolling up arranged to the mid-position of said 1st dancer roller location detection sensor for rolling up,

and the 2nd dancer roller location detection sensor for rolling up It is the processor of the tape-like

object characterized by constituting so that normal rotation or an inversion of said take-up motion may
be suspended.

[0016] Moreover, the art of the tape-like object of this invention feeds the tape-like object around which
the reel was looped from send equipment. Supply the processing section which performs fixed

processing through the dancer roller for sends which adds a tension to said tape-like object, and said

tape-like object is set in the processing section. Stop conveyance, perform fixed processing to a tape-like

object, and it sets in said processing section. It is the art of the tape-like object which rolls round the

tape-like object which processing ended to the reel of a take-up motion. Said dancer roller for sends is in

a lower part location, and the tension of a tape-like object that it is less than a predetermined tension

When it detects by the 1st dancer roller location detection sensor for sends Reverse said send equipment,

wind up a tape-like object, and said dancer roller for sends is moved up. A predetermined tension is

added to a tape-like object and said dancer roller for sends is in an upper part location. When it detects

that the tension of a tape-like object is less than a predetermined tension by the 2nd dancer roller

location detection sensor for sends While rotating said send equipment normally, moving said dancer

roller for sends caudad and adding a predetermined tension to a tape-like object That said dancer roller

for sends arrived at the mid-position of said upper part location and lower part location When it detects

by the 3rd dancer roller location detection sensor for sends arranged to the mid-position of said 1st

dancer roller location detection sensor for sends, and the 2nd dancer roller location detection sensor for

sends It is the art of the tape-like object characterized by making it suspend normal rotation or an

inversion of said send equipment.

[0017] Moreover, the art of the tape-like object of this invention feeds the tape-like object around which
the reel was looped from send equipment, supplies it to the processing section which performs fixed
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processing, and sets said tape-like object in the processing section. Stop conveyance, perform fixed

processing to a tape-like object, and it sets in said processing section. The dancer roller for rolling up

which adds a tension for the tape-like object which processing ended is minded. It is the art of the tape-

like object rolled round to the reel of a take-up motion, and said dancer roller for rolling up is in a lower

part location. When it detects that the tension of a tape-like object is less than a predetermined tension

by the 1st dancer roller location detection sensor for rolling up Rotate said take-up motion normally,

wind up a tape-like object, and said dancer roller for rolling up is moved up. A predetermined tension is

added to a tape-like object and said dancer roller for rolling up is in an upper part location. When it

detects that the tension of a tape-like object is less than a predetermined tension by the 2nd dancer roller

location detection sensor for rolling up While reversing said take-up motion, moving said dancer roller

for rolling up caudad and adding a predetermined tension to a tape-like object That said dancer roller for

rolling up arrived at the mid-position of said upper part location and lower part location When it detects

by the 3rd dancer roller location detection sensor for rolling up arranged to the mid-position of said 1st

dancer roller location detection sensor for rolling up, and the 2nd dancer roller location detection sensor

for rolling up It is the art of the tape-like object characterized by carrying out as [ suspend / normal

rotation or an inversion of said take-up motion ].

[0018] Moreover, the art of the tape-like object of this invention feeds the tape-like object around which
the reel was looped from send equipment. Supply the processing section which performs fixed

processing through the dancer roller for sends which adds a tension to said tape-like object, and said

tape-like object is set in the processing section. Stop conveyance, perform fixed processing to a tape-like

object, and it sets in said processing section. The dancer roller for rolling up which adds a tension for the

tape-like object which processing ended is minded. It is the art of the tape-like object rolled round to the

reel of a take-up motion, and said dancer roller for sends is in a lower part location. When it detects that

the tension of a tape-like object is less than a predetermined tension by the 1st dancer roller location

detection sensor for sends Reverse said send equipment, wind up a tape-like object, and said dancer

roller for sends is moved up. A predetermined tension is added to a tape-like object and said dancer

roller for sends is in an upper part location. When it detects that the tension of a tape-like object is less

than a predetermined tension by the 2nd dancer roller location detection sensor for sends While rotating

said send equipment normally, moving said dancer roller for sends caudad and adding a predetermined

tension to a tape-like object That said dancer roller for sends arrived at the mid-position of said upper

part location and lower part location When it detects by the 3rd dancer roller location detection sensor

for sends arranged to the mid-position of said 1st dancer roller location detection sensor for sends, and
the 2nd dancer roller location detection sensor for sends While making it suspend normal rotation or an
inversion of said send equipment Said dancer roller for rolling up is in a lower part location, and the

tension of a tape-like object that it is less than a predetermined tension When it detects by the 1st dancer

roller location detection sensor for rolling up Rotate said take-up motion normally, wind up a tape-like

object, and said dancer roller for rolling up is moved up. A predetermined tension is added to a tape-like

object and said dancer roller for rolling up is in an upper part location. When it detects that the tension

of a tape-like object is less than a predetermined tension by the 2nd dancer roller location detection

sensor for rolling up While reversing said take-up motion, moving said dancer roller for rolling up
caudad and adding a predetermined tension to a tape-like object That said dancer roller for rolling up
arrived at the mid-position of said upper part location and lower part location When it detects by the 3rd

dancer roller location detection sensor for rolling up arranged to the mid-position of said 1st dancer

roller location detection sensor for rolling up, and the 2nd dancer roller location detection sensor for

rolling up It is the art of the tape-like object characterized by carrying out as [ suspend / normal rotation

or an inversion of said take-up motion ].

[0019] thus, the dancer roller for sends - rolling round - business - since the location is detected,

normal rotation of ******** of send equipment and a take-up motion and an inversion are controlled by
three sensors which formed the dancer roller in the vertical direction, respectively and the location of

these dancer rollers is made to be always in the fixed range, the tension added to a tape-like object

always serves as a fixed value. In case it processes in the processing section to a tape-like object by this,
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location precision is good, an exact halt location is obtained, and positive processing can be carried out.

[0020] Moreover, in this invention, said tape-like object is characterized by being a tape carrier package

tape for electronic-parts mounting. In case screen-stencil, electric inspection, visual inspection, etc. are

processed and the tape carrier package tape for electronic-parts mounting is processed in the processing

section by this, location precision is good, an exact halt location is obtained, and positive processing can

be carried out.

[0021]

[Embodiment of the Invention] Hereafter, the gestalt (example) of operation of this invention is

explained, referring to a drawing. The schematic diagram in which the front view showing the example

in which drawing 1 applied the processor of the tape-like object of this invention to the test equipment

of the tape carrier package tape for electronic-parts mounting, and drawing 2 show control of the dancer

roller for sends with the send equipment of drawing 1 , and drawing 3 are the schematic diagrams

showing control of the dancer roller for rolling up with the take-up motion of drawing 1 .

[0022] As shown in drawing 1 , 10 shows the test equipment of the tape carrier package tape for

electronic-parts mounting of this invention on the whole. The test equipment 10 (only henceforth "test

equipment 10") of the tape carrier package tape for electronic-parts mounting is equipped with send

equipment 20, the Banking Inspection Department 30, the marking section 40, and a take-up motion 50

as shown in drawing 1 .

[0023] The send driving shaft 22 is equipped with the reel R by which send equipment 20 was looped

around the TAB tape T which is a type tape carrier package tape for electronic-parts mounting like CSP
and BGA (only henceforth "TAB tape"), and the production process ended through Spacer S. And by the

drive of the drive motor which is not illustrated, the send driving shaft 22 rotates, the TAB tape T lets

out with Spacer S from Reel R, and the Banking Inspection Department 30 is supplied through a guide

roller 21.

[0024] The TAB tape T supplied to this Banking Inspection Department 30 In case it passes through

between the hack tengjpp gfiar/W. and the drive gears 34 , while the drive of the drive ^ear 34 halts and

feeding of the T?ffi4£^e^frsfopped By the inversion of the back tension gear 32 which engages with

the sprocket hole of the TAB tape T, the TAB tape T is correctly positioned by the position on the basis

of the sprocket hole of for example, the TAB tape T (pitch delivery is carried out) . 31 and 33^are the

presser-foot rollers for pressing down the TAB tape T among these gears among drawing.

[0025] And as shown to the Banking Inspection Department 30 at drawing 1 , the microscope 36 for

carrying out visual inspection, such as an open circuit, a short circuit, a chip, and a projection, by
viewing of people with an operation stereoscopic microscope in viewing of people using the reflected

light or the transmitted light using the reflected light or the transmitted light is arranged. And the

marking section 40 for giving the mark by inking, punching, etc. to the electronic-parts mounting

section of the TAB tape T on which the defect part was discovered under this microscope is arranged.

[0026] Thus, after predetermined marking is performed to the predetermined location of the fault of the

TAB tape T by the marking section 40, the TAB tape T passes a guide roller 42 in it, and is supplied to it

by it at the following take-up motion 50. As shown in drawing 1 , when the TAB tape T supplied to the

take-up motion 50 is rolled round by the drive of the drive motor which is not illustrated through a guide

roller 42 to the reel R with which the rolling-up driving shaft 52 was equipped and a driving shaft 52

rotates, the TAB tape T is rolled round.

[0027] Under the present circumstances, through guide rollers 56 and 57 and a dancer roller 59, the

spacer S which it let out from the reel R of send equipment 20 is supplied to the reel R of a take-up

motion 50, and is infixed between TAB tapes, TAB tapes contact, and ink adheres to another part, or it

protects so that a TAB tape may not be damaged.

[0028] And in the test equipment 10 of this invention, the TAB tape T around which Reel R was looped

is fed from send equipment 20, and is supplied to the Banking Inspection Department 30 having a

stereoscopic microscope etc. through the dancer roller 60 for sends (level difference roller) which adds a

tension (tension) to the TAB tape T. Moreover, inspection is completed in the Banking Inspection

Department 30, and the TAB tape T on which fixed marking was performed is rolled round by the reel R
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of a take-up motion 50 through the dancer roller 80 for rolling up which adds a tension.

[0029] As shown in drawing 2 , as for the dancer roller 60 for sends (level difference roller), the support

shaft 62 is constituted through the rotation shaft 64 so that it can rotate up and down. Near the end face

section 66 of this support shaft 62, three position sensors 71-73 arranged in the vertical direction which

detects the location of this end face section 66 are arranged. That is, these position sensors 71-73 consist

of the 1st dancer roller location detection sensor 71 for sends arranged up, the 2nd dancer roller location

detection sensor 72 for sends arranged caudad, and the 1st dancer roller location detection sensor 71 for

sends and the 3rd dancer roller location detection sensor 73 for sends arranged to the mid-position of the

2nd dancer roller location detection sensor 72 for sends.

[0030] In this case, as shown in drawing 2 , when the dancer roller 60 for sends contacts a stopper 74

and is in the lower part location A, the end face section 66 of the support shaft 62 is in upper part

location A', and it is detected by the 1st dancer roller location detection sensor 71 for sends in this. In

this case, since the tension (tension) of the TAB tape T contacts a stopper 74, it will be less than a

predetermined tension.

[0031] Therefore, as shown in drawing 2 , with the control unit which is not illustrated, in this case, the

send driving shaft 22 of send equipment 20 is reversed, the TAB tape T is wound up to hard flow D, the

dancer roller 60 for sends is moved up, and a predetermined tension is added to the TAB tape T at it. On
the other hand, when the dancer roller 60 for sends is in the upper part location B, the end face section

66 of the support shaft 62 is in lower part location B ?

, and it is detected by the 2nd dancer roller location

detection sensor 72 for sends in this. In this case, since the dancer roller 60 for sends has the tension

(tension) of the TAB tape T in the upper part location B, or the weight (gravity) of the dancer roller 60

for sends is less than a predetermined tension in order not to act on the TAB tape T, it becomes more
than it.

[0032] Therefore, as shown in drawing 2 , in this case, the send driving shaft 22 of send equipment 20 is

rotated normally, the TAB tape T is fed in the direction E of a send, the dancer roller 60 for sends is

moved caudad, and a predetermined tension is added to the TAB tape T at it. Moreover, the thing which

the dancer roller 60 for sends gave to the mid-position C of an upper part location and a lower part

location as shown in drawing 2 When it detects by the 3rd dancer roller location detection sensor 73 for

sends arranged to the mid-position of the 1st dancer roller location detection sensor 71 for sends, and the

2nd dancer roller location detection sensor 72 for sends, (The location ofC of drawing 2 ), It constitutes

so that normal rotation or an inversion of send equipment 20 of the send driving shaft 22 may be

suspended.

[0033] By this, the dancer roller 60 for sends always comes to be located in the fixed range between the

upper part location A and the lower part location B, and the tension added to the TAB tape between send

equipment 20 and the Banking Inspection Department 30 always serves as a fixed value. Since a fixed

tension will always be added to the TAB tape T by this, in case inspection processing is carried out by it

in the Banking Inspection Department 30 which is the processing section, location precision is good, an

exact halt location is obtained, and positive processing can be carried out.

[0034] On the other hand, as shown in drawing 3 , it is controlled about the dancer roller 80 for rolling

up (level difference roller) as well as the dancer roller 60 for sends which was mentioned above.

Namely, through the rotation shaft 64, as for the dancer roller 80 for rolling up, the support shaft 82 is

constituted so that it can rotate up and down. Near the end face section 86 of this support shaft 82, three

position sensors 91-93 arranged in the vertical direction which detects the location of this end face

section 86 are arranged.

[0035] That is, these position sensors 91-93 consist of the 1st dancer roller location detection sensor 91

for rolling up arranged up, the 2nd dancer roller location detection sensor 92 for rolling up arranged

caudad, and the 1st dancer roller location detection sensor 91 for rolling up and the 3rd dancer roller

location detection sensor 93 for rolling up arranged to the mid-position of the 2nd dancer roller location

detection sensor 92 for rolling up.

[0036] In this case, as shown in drawing 3 , when the dancer roller 80 for rolling up contacts a stopper

84 and is in the lower part location A, the end face section 86 of the support shaft 82 is in upper part
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location A\ and it is detected in this by the 1st dancer roller location detection sensor 91 for rolling up.

In this case, since the tension (tension) of the TAB tape T contacts a stopper 84, it will be less than a

predetermined tension.

[0037] Therefore, as shown in drawing 3 , with the control unit which is not illustrated, in this case, the

rolling-up driving shaft 52 of a take-up motion 50 is rotated normally, the TAB tape T is wound up in

the rolling-up direction G, the dancer roller 80 for rolling up is moved up, and a predetermined tension

is added to the TAB tape T at it. On the other hand, when the dancer roller 80 for rolling up is in the

upper part location B, the end face section 86 of the support shaft 82 is in lower part location B !

, and it is

detected in this by the 2nd dancer roller location detection sensor 92 for rolling up. In this case, since the

dancer roller 80 for rolling up has the tension (tension) of the TAB tape T in the upper part location B,

or the weight (gravity) of the dancer roller 80 for rolling up is less than a predetermined tension in order

not to act on the TAB tape T, it becomes more than it.

[0038] Therefore, as shown in drawing 3 , in this case, the rolling-up driving shaft 52 of a take-up

motion 50 is reversed, it is begun to wind the TAB tape T around hard flow F, the dancer roller 80 for

rolling up is moved caudad, and a predetermined tension is added to the TAB tape T at it. Moreover, the

thing which the dancer roller 80 for rolling up gave to the mid-position C of an upper part location and a

lower part location as shown in drawing 3 When it detects by the 3rd dancer roller location detection

sensor 93 for rolling up arranged to the mid-position of the 1st dancer roller location detection sensor 91

for rolling up, and the 2nd dancer roller location detection sensor 92 for rolling up, (The location ofC of

drawing 3 ), It constitutes so that normal rotation or an inversion of a take-up motion 50 of the rolling-

up driving shaft 52 may be suspended.

[0039] By this, the dancer roller 80 for rolling up always comes to be located in the fixed range between

the upper part location A and the lower part location B, and the tension added to the TAB tape between

a take-up motion 50 and the Banking Inspection Department 30 always serves as a fixed value. Since a

fixed tension will always be added to the TAB tape T by this, in case inspection processing is carried out

by it in the Banking Inspection Department 30 which is the processing section, location precision is

good, an exact halt location is obtained, and positive processing can be carried out.

[0040] As mentioned above, although the mode of desirable operation of this invention has been

explained Although the example which this invention is not limited to this, for example, applied the

processor of the tape-like object of this invention to the test equipment of the tape carrier package tape

for electronic-parts mounting in the above-mentioned example was shown Location precision of this

invention is good, and in case it is not limited to this at all and screen-stencil, electric inspection, visual

inspection, etc. are processed, when it is necessary to stop correctly, it can apply a tape-like object.

[0041] Moreover, although the above-mentioned example detected the location of the end face section

of the support shaft of each dancer roller by three position sensors arranged in the vertical direction, you
may make it detect the location of each dancer roller itselfby three position sensors, furthermore — the

above-mentioned example - the dancer roller for sends - rolling round - business - although both

dancer rollers are detected by three position sensors and it was controlled, respectively, of course, one of

dancer rollers is also detected by three position sensors — possible — etc. — modification various in the

range which does not deviate from the purpose of this invention is possible.

[0042]

[Effect of the Invention] according to this invention ~ the dancer roller for sends — rolling round —
business — since the location is detected, normal rotation of ******** 0f send equipment and a take-up

motion and an inversion are controlled by three sensors which formed the dancer roller in the vertical

direction, respectively and the location of these dancer rollers is made to be always in the fixed range,

the tension added to a tape-like object always serves as a fixed value. In case it processes in the

processing section to a tape-like object by this, location precision is good, an exact halt location is

obtained, and positive processing can be carried out.

[0043] Moreover, in case screen-stencil, electric inspection, visual inspection, etc. are processed and the

tape carrier package tape for electronic-parts mounting is processed in the processing section in this

invention, it is extremely excellent invention which does so many operation effectiveness of location
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precision being good, and an exact halt location being obtained, and being able to carry out positive

processing.

[Translation done.]
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